Work Comp Campus release notes 1.0.26 – Oct. 4, 2021

Insurers, self-insurers, third-party administrators and trading partners

1. Issue: Some documents were being created in Work Comp Campus that did not have an "Edit" button on the "Document Details" page.

   Expected: If you have document administration permissions, you should now see the "Edit" menu on every "Document Details" page, so that documents can be re-indexed.

2. Issue: Notice of Intention to Discontinue Workers' Compensation Benefits (NOID) forms were being generated when there was only a change in payment of wage-loss benefits occurring.

   Expected: "Change in Benefit Type" (CB) functions are now generating correctly, resulting in NOIDs no longer being created by Campus in situations where there is not a full-fledged discontinuance or stoppage of wage-loss benefit payments.

3. Issue: Rejected subsequent report of injury (SROI) and First Report of Injury (FROI) webforms were being incorrectly reported as "Accepted."

   Expected: Only successfully transmitted SROI and FROI webforms are now being reported as "Accepted."

Law firms

1. Issue: The addresses of the parties were not properly populating for the Request for Certification, Request for Assistance – Medical (medical request) and Request for Assistance – Rehabilitation (rehabilitation request).

   Expected: The addresses will now populate correctly for all three.

2. Issue: When creating a response (medical response), filers cannot add potential intervenors to the "Parties" section.

   Expected: Filers can now add health care providers to the "Parties" section as potential intervenors ("Role: Potential Intervenor") when a response is being created.

Rehabilitation providers

1. Issue: Registered rehabilitation providers were able to file their annual registration application forms in Campus without providing their address, which is required.
Expected: Registered rehabilitation providers must now provide their address or Campus will not allow the registration form to be filed.

2. Issue: For some qualified rehabilitation consultant (QRC) firms, after filing their firm's renewal registration application and having it be approved by the Department of Labor and Industry (DLI), the "Staff and Interns" tab no longer displayed the individual QRC and QRC intern expiration dates.

Expected: Upon DLI's approval of the QRC firm renewal registration application, the individual QRC and QRC intern expiration dates in the "Staff and Interns" tab will now remain unchanged.